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Abstract: Discrete fine-scale models, in the form of either particle or lattice models, have been formulated suc-
cessfully to simulate the behavior of quasi-brittle materials whose mechanical behavior is inherently connected to
fracture processes occurring in the internal heterogeneous structure. These models tend to be intensive from the
computational point of view as they adopt an “a priori” discretization anchored to the major material hetero-
geneities (e.g. grains in particulate materials and aggregate pieces in cementitious composites) and this hampers
their use in the numerical simulations of large systems. In this work, this problem is addressed by formulating a
general multiple scale computational framework based on classical asymptotic analysis and that (1) is applicable
to any discrete model with rotational degrees of freedom; and (2) gives rise to an equivalent Cosserat contin-
uum. The developed theory is applied to the upscaling of the Lattice Discrete Particle Model (LDPM), a recently
formulated discrete model for concrete and other quasi-brittle materials, and the properties of the homogenized
model are analyzed thoroughly in both the elastic and inelastic regime. The analysis shows that the homogenized
micropolar elastic properties are size-dependent, and they are functions of the RVE size and the size of the ma-
terial heterogeneity. Furthermore, the analysis of the homogenized inelastic behavior highlights issues associated
with the homogenization of fine-scale models featuring strain-softening and the related damage localization. Fi-
nally, nonlinear simulations of the RVE behavior subject to curvature components causing bending and torsional
effects demonstrates, contrarily to typical Cosserat formulations, a significant coupling between the homogenized
stress-strain and couple-curvature constitutive equations.
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1 Introduction
Discrete fine-scale models, in the form of either particle or lattice models, have been formulated successfully
in the literature to simulate the behavior of a variety of different materials. Their use has become more and
more popular in the last few decades due to a number of appealing properties that make them advantageous
compared to continuum based formulations.
The geometry of discrete models is built with reference to the actual internal structure of the material
of interest and it consists of “particles” connected through either “contact points” or “connecting struts”
(also called “lattice elements”). This “a priori” discretization allows simulating material heterogeneity
efficiently in the case of materials - such as concrete, rock, sea-ice, and toughened ceramics - characterized
by hard and stiff inclusions embedded in a more compliant, weak, and brittle, matrix. In addition, the
intrinsic particle/lattice spacing automatically provides the formulation with an internal characteristic
length which can be made randomly variable if the discrete model is constructed according to the actual
random distribution of material heterogeneity.
The degrees of freedom (displacements and rotations) are defined only at a finite number of points –
referred also as “nodes” thereinafter – which, depending on the formulation, may or may not correspond
to the partice center of mass or particle centroid. Strain and stress measures are defined at a finite
number of points coinciding with the contact points or with some specified points along the connecting
struts. The constitutive behavior is formulated through vectorial, as opposed to tensorial, stress versus
strain relationships and stress tractions are supposed to be distributed over either a “contact area” or
the cross sectional area of the connecting struts (in this paper, this area will be generically referred
to as “facet”). Finally, the classical concepts of equilibrium and compatibility are formulated through
algebraic equations, instead of partial differential equations typical of continuum mechanics. One of the
main advantages of discrete models is that the discreteness of the formulation permits handling naturally
displacement discontinuities arising during damage localization and fracture processes.
Rigid particle models, under the name of Discrete Element Method (DEM), were first formulated to
simulate both natural materials, such as geomaterials [1, 2, 3, 4], as well as man-made materials like
concrete [5, 6, 7]. A somewhat similar model is the rigid-body-spring model (RBSM), which subdivides
the material domain into rigid polyhedral elements interconnected by zero-size springs [4, 8, 9, 10].
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Lattice models, pioneered by Hrennikoff [11] to solve elastic problems in the pre-computers era, were
later developed by many authors to model fracture in quasi-brittle materials in both 2D [12], and 3D
[13, 14, 15, 16].
More recently, various discrete models, in the form of either lattice or particle models, have been quite
successful in simulating concrete materials [15, 17, 18, 19, 20]. For an extensive review of the currently
available models for concrete the reader is directed to a recent special issue [21] collecting several papers
covering a wide variety of concrete mechanics phenomena spanning several length scales, from the scale of
cement particles to that of reinforced concrete structural members.
In most applications of interest in practice, fine-scale models lead to fairly large computational systems
characterized by a huge computational cost making their practical use rather limited. For example, the
full-scale computational analysis of an average concrete bridge would require millions of degrees of freedom
or the simulation of a rock formation would require billions of degrees of freedom. The solution of such large
problems, although possible in principle with large super computer clusters, is unimaginable in everyday
engineering practice. For this reason, many studies have been devoted to finding optimal and rigorous
approaches for multiscale computation.
Among different multiscale techniques available in the literature [22], the ones based on homogenization
theory have been widely used over the past decades. The homogenization theory relies on two main
assumptions. The first is the existence of a certain volume of material, the so called Representative Volume
Element (RVE) or Unit Cell (UC), carrying a complete description of the internal material structure
[23, 24]. The second is that the size of such a volume is much smaller than the size of the overall solid
volume under consideration. The latter is also known as the “scale separation” assumption.
Hill [25], Eshelby [26], Hashin and Strikman [27] pioneered analytical homogenization techniques which
were developed later by other authors [28, 29]. Analytical homogenization is able to reasonably approxi-
mate material properties when the exact solution of the boundary value problem associated with the RVE
problem can be obtained. However, in this approach, elastic behavior, small strains, and relatively sim-
ple internal structure are the limiting assumptions typically adopted. When complicated heterogeneous
structures are considered, or constitutive behavior of constituents are nonlinear, other homogenization
techniques [30, 31] needs to be considered.
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To overcome these difficulties, computational homogenization is often used in the literature [32, 33,
24, 34]. In this approach, a single RVE is assigned to each calculation point (e.g. gauss point in a Finite
Element mesh) in the macro domain and at each step of the nonlinear analysis, macro-strain increments are
imposed as essential boundary conditions to the RVE. The solution of the RVE boundary value problem is
then averaged for the calculation of the associated macroscopic stress tensor. Since no assumption is made
for the macroscopic constitutive law, this method can be used for materials featuring extremely nonlinear
behavior.
A somewhat similar but more mathematically rigorous homogenization technique is the so-called
Asymptotic Expansion Homogenization (AEH) that uses the asymptotic expansion of the displacement
field based on a length parameter representing the ratio between the length scale of material heterogeneity
and the macroscopic length scale. Starting from this expansion hierarchical boundary value problems are
obtained at different scales. This approach can easily handle problems with multiple (more than 2) scales
in both space and time [35]; it does not make assumptions on the character of the macroscopic constitutive
equations; and its implementation in computer codes is relatively simple.
Within the extensive literature on AEH, remarkable is the work of the following authors. Hassani
[36, 37] investigated formulation of homogenization theory and topology optimization and its numerical
application to materials with periodic microstructure. Chung [38] presented detailed derivation of multiple
scale formulation for elastic solids. Fish employed this approach to study elastic as well as elasto-plastic
composites [39]. Ghosh [40] adopted MH along with Voronoi Cell Finite Element Method (VCFEM) to
study the behavior of composites with random meso-structure [41]. More recently, Fish [35] introduced
the Generalized Mathematical Homogenization (GMH) to derive continuum constitutive equations starting
from Molecular Dynamics (MD).
All the aforementioned work is relevant to Cauchy continuum formulations. However, homogenization
schemes were also used for the multiscale analysis of Cosserat continuum models, in which an independent
rotation field appears in addition to the displacement field. Feyel [33] built a homogenization scheme to
couple a Cauchy continuum formulation at the micro-scale giving rise to a Cosserat continuum formulation
at the macro-scale. Asymptotic homogenization technique was employed by Forest [42] for upscaling
elastic Cosserat solids. In this work, the author studied various types of asymptotic expansions for the
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displacement and rotation fields and investigated their effect on the resulting macroscopic continuum
behavior. Results of this investigation, showed that the nature of the homogenized continuum depends on
the ratio of the Cosserat characteristic length of constituents, size of heterogeneity and typical size of the
structure.
Chan et al. [43] derived the governing constitutive equations for strain gradient elasticity for both
homogeneous and functionally graded materials using the strain energy density function and the related
definitions of the stress fields. They showed that additional terms appear in the equations that are related
to the strain gradient nonlocality and the interaction between material nonhomogeneity. Bardenhagen et
al. [44] obtained a nonlinear higher order gradient continuum representation of discrete periodic micro-
structures by means of an energy approach. The developed model was then employed to investigate the
existence and stability of localization bands and their relationship to the model loss of ellipticity. Finally,
homogenization of discrete atomic models into equivalent continuum can be found in publications where
the authors exploited asymptotic analysis techniques [45] and the mathematical Γ-convergence method
[46].
The present study derives a general multiscale homogenization scheme suitable for upscaling materials
whose fine-scale behavior can be successfully approximated through the use of discrete models featuring
both translational and rotational degrees of freedom.
2 The Fine-Scale Problem
With reference to Figure 1a, let us consider the interaction of two adjacent particles, I and J , sharing
a generic facet. If one limits the analysis to the case of small strains and displacements – which is a
reasonable assumption in absence of large plastic deformation prior to fracture as observed in brittle and
quasi-brittle materials – meaningful measures of deformation [17] can be defined as
IJα =
1
r
(
UJ + ΘJ × cJ −UI −ΘI × cI) · eIJα (1)
and
χIJα =
1
r
(
ΘJ −ΘI) · eIJα (2)
5
where IJα = facet strains; χ
IJ
α = facet curvatures; r = |xIJ |; xIJ = xJ −xI is the vector connecting the
particle nodes PI and PJ ; e
IJ
α (α = N,M,L) are unit vectors defining a facet Cartesian system of reference
such that eIJN = is orthogonal to the facet and e
IJ
N · xIJ > 0; UI , UJ = displacement vectors of node PI
and PJ ; Θ
I , ΘJ = rotation vectors of node PI and PJ ; and c
I , cJ = vectors connecting nodes PI and PJ
to the facet centroid, see Fig. 1a. It must be observed here that displacements and rotations are assumed
to be independent variables.
For given strain and curvature vectors, a vectorial constitutive equation provide stress, tIJ , and couple,
mIJ , tractions on each facet. Formally one can write tIJ = tα(N , ...)e
IJ
α and m
IJ = mα(χN , ...)e
IJ
α where,
in general, summation rule applies over α. As an example, the elastic behavior can be formulated through
the following equations
tα = Eαα; mα = Wαχα = Eα`
2
αχα; (α = N,M,L) (3)
in which each traction component is proportional to the associated strain or curvature (summation rule
does not apply); and Eα, Wα are fine-scale elastic constants which are related by a characteristic length
`α. An example of nonlinear facet constitutive equations is reported in Appendix A, Section A.3, with
reference to the so-called Lattice Discrete Particle Model (LDPM) that will be considered in the numerical
examples.
Finally, the computational discrete fine-scale framework is completed by imposing the equilibrium of
each single particle subject to the effect of all surrounding particles. Translational and rotational dynamic
equilibrium equations read
M IuU¨
I + MIuθΘ¨
I − V Ib0 =
∑
FI
AtIJ (4)
and
MIθΘ¨
I
=
∑
FI
A(wIJ + mIJ) (5)
where wIJ = cI × tIJ is the moment of the traction tIJ with respect to the particle node PI ; FI is
the set of facets surrounding node PI and obtained by collecting all the facets associated with each node
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Figure 1: Geometrical explanation of the two-scale problem: (a) Geometry of two neighboring particles. (b)
Macro material domain. (c) Meso-scale domain with material heterogeneity.
pair (I, J); A = facet area; superimposed dots represent time derivatives; V I is the particle volume; b0
is the body force vector; M Iu = mass of node PI ; and M
I
uθ, M
I
θ = moment of inertia tensors. It is worth
observing that MIuθ = 0 and M
I
θ = M
I
θ I if the particle node is the particle center of mass; the axes of
the system of reference are parallel to the particle principal axes of inertia; and the principal moments
of inertia are the same in all directions. These conditions, although applicable only to a limited number
of cases (e.g. spherical particles), do not reduce the conceptual generality of the derivation that will be
presented in this paper and will be assumed thereinafter for simplicity.
3 Asymptotic Expansion Homogenization
In this section, the two-scale homogenization of the general fine-scale problem introduced in the previous
section is pursued by means of the approach proposed in Ref. [35]. In the original formulation only central
forces were assumed to act on the particles and, consequently, the rotational equilibrium equation was not
considered.
3.1 Two Scale Approximation and Asymptotic Expansions
In order to perform a two-scale asymptotic expansion homogenization, a periodic discrete system, composed
by a number of adjacent RVEs, is considered in this section. In Figure 1b, the generic macroscopic material
domain and the corresponding global coordinate system X are shown. At any point in the macroscopic
domain, two separate length scales and the corresponding local coordinate systems, x and y, are introduced
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to represent (1) the macroscopic domain, in which the problem is defined as homogeneous continuum with
no detail of material heterogeneity, and (2) the meso-scale domain, in which heterogeneity is modeled by the
discrete meso-scale model. Vector X, as shown in the figure, is the vector connecting the origin of the global
macroscopic coordinate system to the mass center of a generic RVE. In Figure 1c, a zoomed view of the
macroscopic material point is shown in the local meso-scale coordinate system y, in which a representative
volume of heterogeneous material is depicted. One should consider that in Figure 1a, particles I and J
are shown in the local macroscopic coordinate system x. Therefore, they should be plotted in smaller size
compared to Figure 1c, but this was not done for the sake of clarity. If the separation of scales exists, one
can write the following relationship linking macro and meso local coordinate systems
x = ηy; 0 < η << 1 (6)
where η is a very small positive scalar. In addition, the displacement of a generic node PI , U
I =
u(xI ,yI), can be approximated by means of the following asymptotic expansion
u(x,y) ≈ u0(x,y) + ηu1(x,y) (7)
where only terms up to order O(η) are considered. Functions u0(x,y), and u1(x,y) are continuous
with respect to x and discrete (i.e. defined only at finite number of points) with respect to y.
In order to define the asymptotic expansion for rotations, it is convenient first to postulate the existence
of a continuous displacement-like field dη(x) such that 2ΘI =∇× dη|x=xI . If dη(x) is replaced by a two-
scale approximation similar to the one in Equation 7, one can write, ΘI = θ(xI ,yI), and
θ(x,y) ≈ η−1ω0(x,y) +ϕ0(x,y) + ω1(x,y) + ηϕ1(x,y) (8)
where 2ω0 = ∇y × d0; 2ϕ0 = ∇x × d0; 2ω1 = ∇y × d1; 2ϕ1 = ∇x × d1; and subscripts x and y
identify the nabla operator in the coarse- and fine-scale, respectively. Thus, ω0, ω1 should be interpreted
as rotations in the fine-scale whereas ϕ0, ϕ1 as the corresponding coarse-scale rotations. It is worth
observing here that, contrarily to the expansion of displacements, the asymptotic expansion for rotations
features a term of order O(η−1) and two distinct terms of order O(1).
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In the macroscopic coordinate x, the difference in position between nodes PI and PJ can be considered
as infinitesimal. Hence, in order to obtain the asymptotic expansion of strains and curvatures, it is
convenient first to obtain the Taylor series expansion of displacement and rotation at nodes PJ around
point PI of coordinate x
I in the local coordinate system x. By assuming that the displacement and rotation
fields in Equations 7 and 8, are continuous and differentiable with respect to x, one can write
UJi = ui(x
J ,yJ) = uJi + u
J
i,j x
IJ
j +
1
2
uJi,jk x
IJ
j x
IJ
k + · · · (9)
ΘJi = θi(x
J ,yJ) = θJi + θ
J
i,jx
IJ
j +
1
2
θJi,jk x
IJ
j x
IJ
k + · · · (10)
where uJi = ui(x
I ,yJ); uJi,j = ∂ui/∂xj(x
I ,yJ); uJi,jk = ∂
2ui/∂xj∂xk(x
I ,yJ); θJi = θi(x
I ,yJ); θJi,j =
∂θi/∂xj(x
I ,yJ); θJi,jk = ∂
2θi/∂xj∂xk(x
I ,yJ); xIJj is a vector connecting node PI to node PJ in the x space.
By substituting Equations 7 and 8 into Equation 1, and using the Taylor expansion of displacement and
rotation of node PJ around node PI (Equations 9 and 10) one obtains the multiple scale definition of facet
strains (see Appendix B for details)
α = η
−1−1α + 
0
α + η
1
α (11)
where
−1α = r¯
−1
[
u0Ji − u0Ii + εijkω0Jj c¯Jk − εijkω0Ij c¯Ik
]
eIJαi (12)
0α = r¯
−1
[
u1Ji + u
0J
i,jy
IJ
j − u1Ii + εijk
(
ϕ0Jj + ω
1J
j + ω
0J
j,my
IJ
m
)
c¯Jk − εijk
(
ϕ0Ij + ω
1I
j
)
c¯Ik
]
eIJαi (13)
1α = r¯
−1
[
u1Ji,jy
IJ
j +
1
2
u0Ji,jky
IJ
j y
IJ
k + εijk
(
ϕ1Jj + ϕ
0J
j,my
IJ
m + ω
1J
j,my
IJ
m +
1
2
ω0Jj,mny
IJ
m y
IJ
n
)
c¯Jk − εijkϕ1Ij c¯Ik
]
eIJαi (14)
In the previous equations, εijk is the Levi-Civita permutation symbol and length type variables have
been changed into their O(1) counterparts by using Equation 6: r = ηr¯, cIk = ηc¯Ik, cJk = ηc¯Jk .
Similarly, multiple scale definition of facet curvature can be calculated as (see Appendix B for details)
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ηχα = η
−1ψ−1α + ψ
0
α + ηψ
1
α (15)
where
ψ−1α = r¯
−1
[
ω0Ji − ω0Ii
]
eIJαi (16)
ψ0α = r¯
−1
[
ϕ0Ji + ω
1J
i + ω
0J
i,j y
IJ
j − ϕ0Ii − ω1Ii
]
eIJαi (17)
ψ1α = r¯
−1
[
ϕ1Ji + ω
1J
i,j y
IJ
j + ϕ
0J
i,jy
IJ
j +
1
2
ω0Ji,jky
IJ
j y
IJ
k − ϕ1Ii
]
eIJαi (18)
It is worth noting that in this section as well as in the rest of the paper superscript IJ has been dropped
when the permutation of I and J is not associated with a sign change.
3.2 Multiple-Scale Equilibrium Equations
In order to obtain the correct scale separation of the governing equations, a rescaling of the discrete
equilibrium equations needs to be performed. For the sake of simplicity, and since only quasi-static
problems are concerned in the current research, it is assumed MIuθ = 0 and M
I
θ = M
I
θ I on the left hand
side of Equation 4. Rescaling is pursued by assuming that the material density, mass per unit volume,
is of order zero: ρ ∼ O(1), which along with the displacement asymptotic expansion implies that the
left-hand-side of Equation 4 is ∼ O(η3). By dividing both sides of Equation 4 by η3, and considering that
all length variables should be considered ∼ O(η1), one obtains
M¯ Iu u¨
I − V¯ Ib0 = η−1
∑
FI
A¯ tαe
IJ
α (19)
where M¯ Iu = M
I
u/η
3, V¯ I = V I/η3 , A¯ = A/η2 are all quantities ∼ O(1). For reason of dimensionality,
body forces b0i can be always assumed to be proportional to gravity ρg and, consequently, they can be
considered O(1) quantities as well.
One can rescale the rotational equation in a similar fashion by recognizing that, according to the
previous discussion, the rotational moment of inertia is ∼ O(η5). Dividing both sides of Equation 5 by η4
one obtains
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ηM¯ Iθ θ¨
I
= η−1
∑
FI
A¯ (η−1wαeIJα + η
−1mαeIJα ) (20)
where M¯ Iθ = M
I
θ /η
5 is ∼ O(1).
In the elastic regime one can write: tα = η
−1t−1α + t
0
α + ηt
1
α; where t
(·)
α = Eα
(·)
α , and Eα is assumed to
be ∼ O(1). In addition, qα = η−1mα = η−1q−1α + q0α+ηq1α in which q(·)α = W¯αψ(·)α ; W¯α = Eα ¯`2α; and ¯`= `/η.
Finally, pα = η
−1wα = η−1p−1α + p
0
α + ηp
1
α where p
(·)
α eIJα = c¯
I × t(·)α eIJα . Since wα and mα are moments, it is
reasonable that the asymptotic expansion of those variables divided by η is similar to the one for tractions
tα, considering that length type variables are considered to be ∼ O(η).
Introducing these traction expressions along with the asymptotic definition of displacement and rotation
fields Equations 7 and 8 (which also imply ηθ¨
0I
= ω¨0I + O(η)), into the rescaled equilibrium equations
leads to
η−2
∑
FI
A¯ t−1α e
IJ
α + η
−1∑
FI
A¯ t0αe
IJ
α +
∑
FI
A¯ t1αe
IJ
α − M¯ Iu u¨0I + V¯ Ib0 +O(η) = 0 (21)
and
η−2
∑
FI
A¯ (p−1α e
IJ
α + q
−1
α e
IJ
α ) + η
−1∑
FI
A¯ (p0αe
IJ
α + q
0
αe
IJ
α )
−M¯ Iθ ω¨0I +
∑
FI
A¯ (p1αe
IJ
α + q
1
αe
IJ
α ) +O(η) = 0
(22)
in which terms of different orders are gathered together. The multiple scale equations reported above
can also be used for nonlinear constitutive equations provided that facet tractions and facet moments can
be expressed through the multiple scale decomposition exploited above. It will be shown later in the paper
that this can be indeed achieved under some reasonable assumptions.
3.3 The RVE Problem
Let’s first consider the equilibrium equations at the O(η−2) scale. From Equations 21 and 22, it is evident
that the O(η−2) equilibrium equations represent the equilibrium of all particles in the RVE subjected to the
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stress tractions t−1α and the moment tractions q
−1
α and without any applied external load. Consequently,
solution of the O(η−2) problem implies t−1α = 0 and q−1α = 0, which in turn, leads to −1α = 0 and ψ−1α = 0.
By taking into consideration the definitions of −1α and ψ
−1
α (Equations 12 and 16) such result indicates
that the O(η−2) problem represents a rigid body rototranslation of the RVE. This can be expressed as
u0i (X,y) = v
0
i (X) + εijkykω
0
j (X) (23)
in which the fields v0 and ω0 are only dependent on macroscopic coordinate system X, i.e. these
quantities varies smoothly in the macro-scale material domain; they do not change within the RVE domain;
and they can be calculated when kinematic boundary conditions are specified for the O(η−2) problem.
These boundary conditions must describe the physical fact that the RVE is attached to a point in the
macroscopic continuum. Hence, v0 must correspond to the macroscopic displacement field, and ω0 must
be equal to the macroscopic rotation field: ϕ0 = ω0. Since ω0 is constant over the RVE, then ϕ0 is also
constant in the RVE.
On the basis of Equation 23 and the discussion above, one can rewrite the O(1) strains and curvatures
as (See Appendix C for details)
0α = r¯
−1 (u1Ji − u1Ii + εijkω1Jj c¯Jk − εijkω1Ij c¯Ik) eIJαi + Pαij (γij + εjmnκimycn) (24)
ψ0α = r¯
−1 (ω1Ji − ω1Ii ) eIJαi + Pαijκij (25)
where γij = v
0
j,i − εijkω0k, κij = ω0j,i are the macroscopic Cosserat strain and curvature tensors, respec-
tively. The vector yc is the position vector of the centroid of the common facet between particle I and J
and Pαij = n
IJ
i e
IJ
αj is a projection operator. Comparing the first term of Equation 24 with Equation 1, it
can be concluded that this term is the lower scale definition of the three components of the facet strains
(one normal and two tangential) written in terms of fine-scale displacements and rotations u1 and ω1.
The second term of Equation 24, Pαij (γij + εjmnκimy
c
n), is the projection of macroscopic Cosserat strain
and curvature tensors on each facet. Similarly, Equation 25 shows that the O(1) curvature includes a
fine-scale term (see Equation 2), which depends on fine-scale rotation term ω1, and a coarse-scale term
corresponding to the projection of macroscopic curvature tensor on each facet. Therefore, Equations 24
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and 25 express the O(1) facet strains and curvatures as the sum of their fine-scale counterparts and the
projection of macroscopic strain and curvature tensors onto the facet level. It is worth nothing that the
projection operator Pαij corresponds exactly to the one used in the microplane model [47, 48] if e
IJ
Ni ≡ nIJi ,
i.e. the discrete model is formulated in such a way the facets are orthogonal to the associated lattice struts.
In addition, it must be noted that the term εjmnκimy
c
n transforms the macroscopic curvature tensor, which
is constant over the RVE, to different strain values at different positions ycn inside the RVE, which is
then projected on the facets through the operator Pαij . Expanding this term for different components of
curvature tensor, it can be shown that it perfectly corresponds to the strain field generated by curvatures
in classical beam theories.
Strains and curvatures of order O(η) can also be rewritten by taking into account Equation 23. One
gets
1α = r¯
−1
[
u1Ji,jy
IJ
j + εijkϕ
1J
j c¯
J
k + εijkω
1J
j,my
IJ
m c¯
J
k − εijkϕ1Ij c¯Ik
+
1
2
v0i,jky
IJ
j y
IJ
k +
1
2
εijkω
0
j,mny
IJ
m y
IJ
n y
c
k + εijkω
0
j,my
IJ
m c¯
J
k
]
eIJαi
(26)
ψ1α = r¯
−1
[
ϕ1Ji + ω
1J
i,j y
IJ
j − ϕ1Ii + ω0i,jyIJj +
1
2
ω0Ji,jky
IJ
j y
IJ
k
]
eIJαi (27)
Detailed mathematical derivation of Equations 24 through 27 is provided in Appendix C.
In the previous derivation, where linear elastic behavior was assumed, the equilibrium equations at the
O(η−2) scale were shown to represent the rigid body motion conditions for the RVE and, consequently,
they led to zero strains, −1α , curvatures, ψ
−1
α , tractions, t
−1
α , and moments, p
−1
α , and q
−1
α , at the O(η−1)
scale. These conditions can be reasonably assumed a priori in the case of nonlinear material behavior.
In this case case one may write tα = tα(
0
β + η
1
β); pα = pα(
0
β + η
1
β), and qα = qα(η
−1ψ0β + ψ
1
β) in which
α, β = N,M,L. Since η is a small quantity, one can also write the Taylor expansion of tα and pα around
the O(1) component of strain and the Taylor expansion of qα around the O(η−1) component of curvature:
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tα = tα(
0
β + η
1
β) = tα(
0
β) + η
∂tα(
0
β)
∂0γ
1γ
pα = pα(
0
β + η
1
β) = pα(
0
β) + η
∂pα(
0
β)
∂0γ
1γ
qα = qα(η
−1ψ0β + ψ
1
β) = qα(η
−1ψ0β) + η
∂qα(η
−1ψ0β)
∂ψ0γ
ψ1γ
(28)
which can be rewritten as tα = t
0
α + ηt
1
α; pα = p
0
α + ηp
1
α; qα = q
0
α + ηq
1
α, with the following conditions
t0α = tα(
0
β); p
0
α = pα(
0
β); q
0
α = qα(η
−1ψ0β);
t1α =
∂t0α
∂0γ
1γ; p
1
α =
∂p0α
∂0γ
1γ; q
1
α =
∂q0α
∂ψ0γ
ψ1γ
(29)
This demonstrates that Equations 21, and 22 are valid also in the case of nonlinear material behavior
under the assumption that traction and moments at the O(η−1) scale are zero as required, in the linear
case, by the rigid body motion of the RVE.
The RVE problem is governed by the O(η−1) terms in Equations 21 and 22. Considering those terms
and scaling back all the variables, one can write the O(η−1) equations as
∑
FI
A t0αe
IJ
α = 0;
∑
FI
A (cI × t0αeIJα +m0αeIJα ) = 0 (30)
Equations 30 are force and moment equilibrium equations of each single particle inside the RVE sub-
jected to O(1) facet traction t0α and moment m0α vectors, which, in turn, are functions of 0α and ψ0α,
consisting of a coarse-scale and a fine-scale term (see Equations 24 and 25). In other words, Equations 30
state that the macroscopic strain, γij = v
0
j,i − εijkω0k, and curvature, κij = ω0j,i, tensors should be applied
on all RVE facets as negative eigenstrains, and the fine-scale solution, in terms of displacements u1i and
rotations ω1i of each particle, must be calculated satisfying its force and moment equilibrium equations,
while periodic boundary conditions are enforced on the RVE. The solution of the equilibrium equations
also provides facet traction t0α and moment m
0
α vectors that are later used to compute the macroscopic
stress and couple tensors.
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3.4 The Macroscopic Problem
Finally, let us consider the O(1) equilibrium equations in Equations 21 and 22. The O(1) translational
equilibrium equation for each particle in the RVE reads
M Iu u¨
0I
i = η
∑
FI
A
∂tIJi
∂0α
1α + V
Ib0i (31)
where all the variables have been scaled back in the original system of reference, and tIJi = t
0
βe
IJ
βi .
By using Equation 23 and by averaging the contribution of all particles in the RVE, one can write (see
Appendix D for details)
ρuv¨
0
i =
1
V0
∑
I
∑
FI
ηA
∂tIJi
∂0α
1α + bi (32)
where V0 is the volume of the RVE; ρu =
∑
IM
I
u/V0 is the mass density of the macroscopic continuum;
bi = b
0
i (1 − φ); and φ = 1 −
∑
I V
I/V0 is the porosity of the macroscopic continuum. Equation 32 was
derived under the assumption that
∑
IM
I
uy
I
i = 0, which corresponds to the assumption that the local
system of reference is the mass centroid of the particle system within the RVE.
Before proceeding with the derivations, let’s take a closer look at the definition of 1α and the term
(∂tIJi /∂
0
α)
1
α on the RHS of Equation 32. Each facet in the material domain is shared between two
particles, say I and J . Therefore, by summing up the contributions of two adjacent particles, one obtains
∂tIJi
∂0α
1α +
∂tJIi
∂0α
1α =
1
r¯
∂tIJi
∂0α
[(
u1Jn,jy
IJ
j + εnjkϕ
1J
j c¯
J
k + εnjkω
1J
j,my
IJ
m c¯
J
k − εnjkϕ1Ij c¯Ik
+
1
2
v0n,jky
IJ
j y
IJ
k +
1
2
εnjkω
0
j,moy
IJ
m y
IJ
o y
c
k + εnjkω
0
j,my
IJ
m c¯
J
k
)
eIJαn
]
+
1
r¯
∂tJIi
∂0α
[(
u1In,jy
JI
j + εnjkϕ
1I
j c¯
I
k + εnjkω
1I
j,my
JI
m c¯
I
k − εnjkϕ1Jj c¯Jk
+
1
2
v0n,jky
JI
j y
JI
k +
1
2
εnjkω
0
j,moy
JI
m y
JI
o y
c
k + εnjkω
0
j,my
JI
m c¯
I
k
)
eJIαn
]
(33)
Considering the definition of the vector yIJ = yJ − yI , one can write yIJm = −yJIm and c¯Ik − c¯Jk = yIJk .
In addition, eIJαi = −eJIαi and tIJi = −tJIi hold for each facet. Finally, the sign of 0α does not change by
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interchanging I and J in its definition. This leads to ∂tIJi /∂
0
α = −∂tJIi /∂0α. Taking all above facts into
account, Equation 33 can be written as
∂tIJi
∂0α
1α +
∂tJIi
∂0α
1α =
1
r¯
∂tIJi
∂0α
[
yIJm
(
u1Jn,m − u1In,m + εnjkω1Jj,mc¯Jk − εnjkω1Ij,mc¯Ik
+ v0n,jmy
IJ
j − εnjkω0j,m + εnjkω0j,moyIJo yck
)
eIJαn
] (34)
Comparing the expression inside the bracket on the RHS of Equation 34 to the definition of 0α in
Equation 24, it can be concluded that
∂tIJi
∂0α
1α +
∂tJIi
∂0α
1α =
∂tIJi
∂0α
∂0α
∂xm
yIJm =
∂tIJi
∂xm
yIJm (35)
Therefore, one can average the term (∂tIJi /∂
0
α)
1
α on each facet and replace it with 1/2(∂t
IJ
i /∂xm)y
IJ
m
in the equilibrium Equations 32, which can be rewritten as
ρuv¨
0
i =
1
2V0
∑
I
∑
FI
Ar
∂tIJi
∂xj
nIJj + bi (36)
Finally, by considering that (1) ∂(tIJi n
IJ
j )/∂xj = ∂t
IJ
i /∂xjn
IJ
j + t
IJ
i ∂n
IJ
j /∂xj and (2) ∂n
IJ
j /∂xj = 0 for
the periodicity of the problem; and by recalling that tIJi = t
0
αe
IJ
αi , one obtains
ρuv¨
0
i = σ
0
ji,j + bi (37)
and
σ0ij =
1
2V0
∑
I
∑
FI
Art0αP
α
ij (38)
Equation 37 is the classical partial differential equation governing the equilibrium of continua whereas
Equation 38 provides the macroscopic stress tensor by averaging the solution of the RVE problem. It is
worth mentioning that Equation 38 coincides with the virial stress formula for atomistic systems derived
in Ref. [35], but it is also equivalent to the averaging formula used in the classical microplane model [47]
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formulation and derived through an energetic equivalence.
The O(1) moment equilibrium equation is considered next. Since the purpose in this section is to
average the equation of motion of all particles inside the RVE and derive the macroscopic equilibrium
equation governing the entire RVE, to have a consistent formulation for all particles and RVEs, one must
consider the moment of all forces with respect to a fixed point in space.
For the generic particle I, by taking the moment of all forces with respect to the origin of a global
macroscopic coordinate system as shown in Figure 1b and by considering the results of the O(η−2) problem,
one can write (see Appendix D for details)
M IuεijkX
I
j
(
v¨0k + εkmnη
−1ω¨0mx
I
n
)
+ η−1M Iθ ω¨
0
i = η
∑
FI
A
(
∂wIJi
∂0α
1α +
∂mIJi
∂ψ0α
ψ1α
)
+ V IεijkX
I
j b
0
k (39)
where XIj is the position vector of particle I in global coordinate system; w
IJ
i = εijkX
C
j t
IJ
k is the
moment of facet traction with respect to the point O; XCj is the position vector of the contact point C
between the particles I and J in the global coordinate system, and mIJi = m
0
βe
IJ
βi . Also, x
I
j and x
C
j are
the position vectors of the particle I and the contact point C with respect to the mass center of the RVE,
respectively.
By summing up the moment equilibrium equations of all particles inside the RVE and dividing by the
volume of the RVE, and considering that XIj = Xj + x
I
j , one obtains (see Appendix D for details)
1
V0
∑
I
M IuεijkXj v¨
0
k + ρ
θ
im(η
−1ω¨0m) =
η
V0
∑
I
∑
FI
A
(
∂wIJi
∂0α
1α +
∂mIJi
∂ψ0α
ψ1α
)
+
1
V0
∑
I
V IεijkXjb
0
k (40)
where ρθim =
∑
I
[
M Iθ δim +M
I
uεijkεkmnx
I
jx
I
n
]
/V0 is the inertia tensor of the RVE. In deriving Equation
40, the particle density M I/V I was assumed to be constant for all particles; and the local system of
reference at the center of the RVE was chosen such that
∑
IM
I
ux
I
ix
I
j = 0 for any i 6= j, i.e. as mentioned
earlier in this paper, the axes of the system of reference are principal axes of inertia for the system of
particles within the RVE.
Before moving forward with the derivation, let’s first consider the second term on the RHS of Equation
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40. For a facet in the material domain which is shared between particles I and J , by summing the
contribution of two particles I and J on the term (∂mIJi /∂ψ
0
α)ψ
1
α and by considering the definition of ψ
1
α
(see Equation 27), one gets
∂mIJi
∂ψ0α
ψ1α +
∂mJIi
∂ψ0α
ψ1α =
1
r¯
∂mIJi
∂ψ0α
[
ϕ1Ji + ω
1J
i,j y
IJ
j − ϕ1Ii + ω0i,jyIJj +
1
2
ω0Ji,jky
IJ
j y
IJ
k
]
eIJαi
+
1
r¯
∂mJIi
∂ψ0α
[
ϕ1Ii + ω
1I
i,jy
JI
j − ϕ1Ji + ω0i,jyJIj +
1
2
ω0Ii,jky
JI
j y
JI
k
]
eJIαi
(41)
Since the moment stress vector applied on a single facet belonging to two particles I and J are the
same in magnitude but opposite in direction, one can write mIJi = −mJIi ; and consequently, ∂mIJi /ψ0α =
−∂mJIi /ψ0α. In addition, the sign of ψ0α does not change by interchanging I and J in its definition, and
that yIJm = −yJIm , eIJαi = −eJIαi , Equation 41 can be written as
∂mIJi
∂ψ0α
ψ1α +
∂mJIi
∂ψ0α
ψ1α =
1
r¯
∂mIJi
∂ψ0α
[
yIJj
(
ω1Jn,j + ω
0
n,jky
IJ
k − ω1In,j
) ]
eIJαn (42)
If one compares the definition of ψ0α (see Equation 25) to the expression in the bracket on the RHS of
Equation 42, it yields
∂mIJi
∂ψ0α
ψ1α +
∂mJIi
∂ψ0α
ψ1α =
∂mIJi
∂ψ0α
∂ψ0α
∂xj
yIJj =
∂mIJi
∂xj
yIJj (43)
As a result, one can replace the term (∂mIJi /∂ψ
0
α)ψ
1
α in Equation 40, with the averaged expression
derived in the above Equation 43. Similarly to the derivation relevant to the translational equation
of motion, one can replace the term (∂wIJi /∂
0
α)
1
α on the RHS of Equation 40, by the average value
1/2(∂wIJi /∂xm)y
IJ
m for each facet. Equation 40 can be then rewritten as
ρθim(η
−1ω¨0m) =
η
2V0
∑
I
∑
FI
A
(
∂wIJi
∂xj
yIJj +
∂mIJi
∂xj
yIJj
)
+
1
V0
∑
I
(
V IεijkXjb
0
k −M IuεijkXj v¨0k
)
(44)
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Using XCj = Xj + x
C
j in the definition of w
IJ
i along with the identity equations ∂(m
IJ
i n
IJ
j )/∂xj =
∂mIJi /∂xjn
IJ
j and ∂(w
IJ
i n
IJ
j )/∂xj = ∂w
IJ
i /∂xjn
IJ
j , Equation 44 can be written as
ρθim(η
−1ω¨0m) =
η
2V0
∑
I
∑
FI
A(yIJj εimkXmt
IJ
k ),j +
η
2V0
∑
I
∑
FI
A(yIJj εimkx
C
mt
IJ
k + y
IJ
j m
IJ
i ),j
+ (εijkXjbk − ρuεijkXj v¨0k)
(45)
The last term on the RHS of Equation 45 is written considering the fact that b0k and v¨
0
k are equal for
all particles inside the RVE. Furthermore, the first term on the RHS of Equation 45 can be expanded as
(yIJj εimkXmt
IJ
k ),j = εijky
IJ
j t
IJ
k + εimkXm(y
IJ
j t
IJ
k ),j, in which ∂y
IJ
j /∂xj = 0 is used. Therefore, Equation 45
becomes
ρθim(η
−1ω¨0m) =
1
2V0
∑
I
∑
FI
Aεijkx
IJ
j t
IJ
k +
1
2V0
∑
I
∑
FI
A(xIJj εimkx
C
mt
IJ
k + x
IJ
j m
IJ
i ),j
+ εijkXj
(
1
2V0
∑
I
∑
FI
A(xIJm t
IJ
k ),m + b
0
k − ρuv¨0k
) (46)
The last term on the RHS of Equation 46 is the moment of the translational equilibrium equation of
the RVE (see Equation 36) around the origin of the macroscopic global coordinate system; therefore, it is
equal to zero. Comparing the first term on RHS of Equation 46 with definition of macroscopic stress tensor
of the RVE in Equation 38, one can replace it with εijkσ
0
jk. The second term on the RHS of Equation 46
is the divergence of the averaged moment stress tensor of the RVE. The macro-scale rotational equation
of motion can be then written as follows
ρθij(η
−1ω¨0j ) = εijkσ
0
ij +
∂µ0ji
∂xj
(47)
where
µ0ij =
1
2V0
∑
I
∑
FI
Ar(m0αP
α
ij + t
0
αQ
α
ij) (48)
and the matrix Qαij is defined as Q
α
ij = n
IJ
i εjklx
C
k e
IJ
αl . µ
0
ij is the macroscopic moment stress tensor
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calculated using the results of RVE analysis, and Equation 47 corresponds to the classical rotational
equilibrium equation of Cosserat continua [43, 49]. According to Equation 48 for macroscopic moment
stress tensor and considering that xCk = x
I
k + c
I
k, one can conclude that µ
0
ij consists of three terms: (1) the
effect of the facet couple traction m; (2) the effect of the moment of the facet stress traction t around
the particle node which the facet belongs to, and (3) the effect of the moment of the facet stress traction
t, transferred to the particle node, around the centroid of the RVE. As result, the moment stress tensor
is characterized by three length scales: (1) the facet size, associated to m; (2) the particle size or facet
spacing; and (3) the size of the RVE.
4 Numerical Results
The homogenization theory formulated and discussed in the previous sections was implemented in the
MARS computational software [50] with the objective of upscaling the Lattice Discrete Particle Model
(LDPM). LDPM, formulated, calibrated, and validated by Cusatis and coworkers [17, 18], is a meso-scale
discrete model which simulates the mechanical interaction of concrete coarse aggregate pieces. LDPM has
shown superior capabilities in modeling concrete behavior under dynamic loading [51, 52], Alkali Silica
Reaction (ASR) deterioration [53], as well as failure and fracture of fiber-reinforced concrete [54, 55].
The complete LDPM formulation is summarized in Appendix A. It is worth mentioning here that
the LDPM computational units are polyhedral cells whose construction is anchored to the Delaunay
triangulation of the simulated concrete aggregate pieces that are assumed to be spherical and size-graded
according to the Fuller size distribution. In the LDPM formulation, each polyhedral cell represents one
concrete spherical aggregate piece embedded in the surrounding mortar and the interfaces among the cells
represent potential mortar cracks. Figure 2a shows a typical LDPM system of polyhedral cells and Figure
2b its periodic approximation.
The generic RVE shown in Figure 2b is constructed as follows. Eight nodes are created at the vertexes
of a cube (Figure 3a). Then nodes are randomly placed on a RVE edge parallel to x axis, see node a in
Figure 3b. Then, these nodes are duplicated on the other three parallel edges along the x axis, see nodes
b, c, and d in Figure 3b. Similar procedure is carried out over the edges parallel to y and z axes. Next, the
node generation on the RVE surfaces is performed by randomly placing nodes on a cube face with z axis
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(a) (b)
Figure 2: Polyhedral particle distribution in a LDPM prism: (a) generic LDPM system, (b) Periodic LDPM
system.
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Figure 3: RVE generation procedure (a) Corner nodes (b) Edge nodes (c) Face nodes
as normal vector, see node e in Figure 3c. The same nodes are then duplicated on the opposite RVE faces,
see node f in Figure 3c. Nodes on parallel cube faces with x and y axes as normal vectors are constructed
with the same algorithm. Finally, nodes are placed inside the RVE based on the general LDPM procedure
(see Appendix A and relevant publications [17] for details).
As mentioned earlier in this paper the RVE analysis is conducted by imposing periodic boundary
conditions. This is obtained by setting the displacements and rotations of the RVE vertexes to be zero
and by imposing, through a master-slave constraint, that the periodic edge nodes and face nodes have the
same rotations and displacements.
The overall multiscale numerical procedure adopted in this paper can be summarized as follows.
• The finite element method is employed to solve the macro-scale homogeneous problem in which
external loads and essential BCs are applied incrementally. During each numerical step, strain
increments ∆γij = ∆v
0
j,i − εijk∆ϕ0k and curvature increments ∆κij = ∆ω0j,i tensors are calculated at
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each integration point based on the nodal displacement and rotation increments of the corresponding
finite element.
• The macroscopic strain and curvature increments are projected into the RVE facets through the
proper projection operators: ∆cα = P
α
ij (∆γij + εjmn∆κimy
c
n) and ∆ψ
c
α = P
α
ij∆κij. These projected
strains and curvatures are imposed, upon sign change, as eigen-strains and eigen-curvatures, ∆0α =
∆cα + ∆
f
α = ∆
c
α− (−∆fα) and ∆ψ0α = ∆ψcα + ∆ψfα = ∆ψcα− (−∆ψfα) (See section 3.3), to the RVE
allowing the calculation of the fine-scale solution governed by the fine-scale constitutive equations.
• Finally, the fine-scale facet tractions and moments are used to compute, through Equations 38 and
48, the macroscopic stresses, σ0ij, and couple stresses, µ
0
ij, for each Gauss point in the FE mesh.
4.1 Elastic RVE Analysis
This section presents the analysis of the elastic macroscopic behavior of one LDPM RVE. The macro-
scopic homogenized behavior is analyzed with reference to the classical constitutive equation for Cosserat
elasticity, which, in non-dimensional variables, can be written as:
σˆij = p0γˆkkδij + p1γˆ(ij) + p2γˆ[ij] ; µˆij = q0κˆkkδij + q1κˆ(ij) + q2κˆ[ij] (49)
where σˆij = σij/(2µ + χ) and µˆij = Lµij/[(2µ + χ)D
2] are the normalized stress and couple tensors, L =
characteristic size of the structure of interest, D = size of the RVE; γˆij = γij, κˆij = Lκij normalized strains
and curvatures; p0 = λ/(2µ+χ), p1 = 1; p2 = χ/(2µ+χ); q0 = pi1/[(2µ+χ)D
2], q1 = (pi2+pi3)/[(2µ+χ)D
2];
q2 = (pi2−pi3)/[(2µ+χ)D2]; δij = kronecker delta; µ, λ, χ, pi1, pi2, and pi3 are the elastic constants; and the
subscript parentheses and brackets represent extraction of the symmetric and antisymmetric, respectively,
part of the tensors.
In this section, eight different LDPM RVE sizes D= 15, 20, 25, 35, 50, 75, 100, and 150 mm are
considered and 5 RVEs, characterized by different placement of the aggregate pieces, is studied for each
case. It is worth mentioning that, in LDPM, different spherical aggregate placement inside the RVE
yield to different RVE polyhedral particle configurations. The numerical calculations were performed by
assuming the concrete mix design and model parameters reported in Appendix A. Figure 4a shows the
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homogenized values of p0, p2, and of the normalized Young’s modulus defined as e = E/(2µ + χ) =
(3λ+ 2µ+χ)/(2λ+ 2µ+χ), as function of the RVE size normalized by the maximum spherical aggregate
size, d = D/da. The error bars represent the scatter in the results obtained by simulating 5 different
RVEs of the same size but with different realization of spherical aggregate positions inside the RVE. As
one can see, the calculated values of the parameters tend to converge to a constant value as the size
of the RVE increases and, at the same time, the results become independent of the spherical aggregate
distribution inside the RVE. The value of p2 is very close to zero for all RVE sizes and decreases rapidly
with respect to the RVE size; this suggests that, for the analyzed fine-scale model, the homogenized stress
tensor is symmetric. This result is due to the fact that in the LDPM formulation facet moments are
zero, and this leads to facet traction distributions around each particle that have zero moment resultant
around the particle node. In Figure 4b the homogenized Poisson’s ratio is reported based on the equation
ν = λ/(2λ + 2µ + χ) and the calculated asymptotic value, 0.18, corresponds well with the value of 0.175
calculated by exploiting the equivalence between particle models and microplane models [17]. Finally,
Figure 4c shows the homogenized parameters, q0, q1, and q2, as a function of the RVE size. These
quantities also converge to an asymptotic value and become independent of the RVE spherical aggregate
distribution for large enough value of D/da. By virtue of these results and by recalling the definitions of
q0, q1, and q2, it is interesting to note that the macroscopic Cosserat elastic parameters of the homogenized
continuum depend quadratically on the RVE size.
4.2 Nonlinear RVE Analysis
In this section, the nonlinear response of the RVE is investigated under different strain and curvature
loading conditions. Three different RVE sizes, D =25, 50, and 100 mm, and 7 different spherical aggregate
placement inside the RVE are considered for each case. Typical polyhedral particle systems and geometry
of each RVE size are shown in Figure 5. The nonlinear homogenized behavior of the RVE is studied under
the effect of uniaxial strain tension and compression, hydrostatic compression, bending and torsional
curvatures. In the following numerical examples, concrete mix design and model parameters are the same
as the ones used in the elastic analysis.
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Figure 4: Variation of elastic normalized effective material properties: (a) p0, p2 and normalized Young modulus
E. (b) ν Poisson’s ratio. (c) q0, q1 and q2, with respect to the ratio of RVE size to maximum spherical aggregate
size.
4.2.1 Nonlinear Analysis of RVE subject to components of the strain tensor
Figure 6 shows the homogenized stress-strain curves for different RVE sizes and polyhedral particle re-
alizations relevant to RVEs subjected to uniaxial tensile strain. The results illustrate that the different
polyhedral particle realizations do not affect the linear elastic and nonlinear pre-peak responses, but on the
other hand, it clearly influences on the post-peak softening response. One can notice that the post-peak
response of smaller RVE sizes is more scattered, while fine-scale randomness effect on the homogenized
response diminishes for the larger RVEs [23, 57]. Therefore, one can conclude that the mesh realization is
a more influential factor on the post-peak softening response of the RVEs of smaller sizes. Average of peak
stress and strain values of different mesh realizations are calculated for each RVE size, and its variation
with respect to the RVE size is plotted in Figures 7a and 7b. As one can see these quantities as well as
mesh realization effect decrease as the size of the RVE increases.
Furthermore, the average stress-strain curves of different polyhedral particle configurations for each
RVE size are calculated and plotted in Figure 8a. As one can see clearly, increasing size of the RVE
affects the post-peak behavior and increases the brittleness of the response. This is consistent with the
well-known size effect associated to damage localization in quasi-brittle materials [58].
This phenomenon is depicted in Figure 9, which shows damaged RVEs of different sizes at the end of the
tensile loading process. The contour plots present meso-scale crack opening distributions corresponding
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5: RVE geometry and polyhedral particle distribution: (a) 25 mm (b) 50 mm (c) 100 mm
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Figure 6: Macroscopic stress-strain curve for three different RVE size: 25mm, 50mm, 100mm under uni-axial
tension
to macroscopic imposed uniaxial strain equal to 10−3. One can easily notice that the damaged area does
not scale with the RVE size leading to the post peak size dependency on the RVE size.
Evolution of damage for a 100 mm RVE is also shown in Figure 10 at five different macroscopic strain
levels. Strain levels (1) and (2) are in pre-peak regime, in which damage is distributed throughout the RVE,
which corresponds to the fact that homogenized response is not size dependent in the pre-peak regime.
At strain level (3) which corresponds to the peak of the stress-strain curve, damage is still distributed
over the RVE; However, as the material undergoes softening, damage localization initiates. Strain levels
(4) and (5) are relevant to the softening branch of the response, in which damage localization is clearly
visible. The size dependence of the homogenized softening RVE response leads to mesh-dependence of
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Figure 7: Variation of (a) average peak stress and (b) average peak strain, with respect to the RVE size.
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Figure 8: (a) Average tensile stress-strain curves for three different RVE sizes. (b) Coarse- and fine-scale strain
energy density for different RVE sizes.
the macroscopic response. This issue has been investigated by some authors [23, 57, 59] with reference
to continuum-based fine scale models. The complete analysis of this aspect with reference to the current
LDPM-based homogenization scheme will be pursed in future work by the writers.
Finally, in Figure 8b, the Hill-Mandel condition is verified by comparing the RVE strain energy density
calculated through fine-scale and macroscopic quantities.
Next, the nonlinear homogenized behavior of the RVE is studied under confined (uniaxial strain) and
hydrostatic compression. For the confined compression test, a strain tensor with a longitudinal component
up to -0.03 is considered, whereas for the hydrostatic compression case, all normal components of the
strain tensor are set equal and with value up to -0.03. Figure 11 shows the nonlinear response of RVEs of
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Figure 8: (a) Average tensile stress-strain curves for three di↵erent RVE sizes. (b) Coarse- and fine-scale strain
energy density for di↵erent RVE sizes.
peak behavior and increases the brittleness of the response. This is consistent with the well-known size
e↵ect associated to damage localization in quasi-brittle materials [54].
This phenomenon is depicted in Figure 9, which shows damaged RVEs of di↵erent sizes at the end of the
tensile loading process. The contour plots present meso-scale crack opening distributions corresponding
to macroscopic imposed uniaxial strain equal to 10 3. One can easily notice that the damaged area does
not scale with the RVE size leading to the post peak size dependency on the RVE size.
Figure 9: Crack opening contour of damaged RVEs at tensile strain equal to 0.001 (left) 25 mm (middle) 50 mm
(right) 100 mm
Evolution of damage for a 100 mm RVE is also shown in Figure 10 at five di↵erent macroscopic strain
levels. Strain levels (1) and (2) are in pre-peak regime, in which damage is distributed throughout the RVE,
25
Figure 9: Crack opening contour of damaged RVEs at tensile strain equal to 0.001 (left) 25 mm (middle) 50 mm
(right) 100 mm
different sizes and 7 different polyhedral particle configurations.
In this case, due to the confinement, the stress-strain response is strain-hardening, and as one can
see the different polyhedral particle realizations do not affect significantly the homogenized response in
both the elastic and inelastic regime. In addition, the average of different mesh realization stress-strain
responses is calculated and plotted for each RVE size in Figure 12a. The nonlinear compressive response
does not depend on the RVE size, which is consistent with the fact that plastic deformations are distributed
through out the specimen, and strain localization does not take place. Finally, the Hill-Mandel condition
is verified with reference to the confined compression test, and the fine- and coarse-scale strain energy
density of different RVE sizes are plotted in Figure 12b.
4.2.2 Nonlinear Analysis of RVE subject to components of the curvature tensor
In this section, the nonlinear homogenized behavior of RVEs of 3 different sizes, 50, 75, and 100 mm and
5 five different mesh configurations for each size, is studied under the effect of components of macroscopic
curvature tensor. Bending and torsional behavior of the RVEs are investigated by applying macroscopic
curvature tensors with the only non-zero components of κ12 = 1 and κ11 = 1, respectively. Figure 13
shows crack opening contour of damaged RVEs at the macroscopic curvature for κ12 = 0.5. The resulting
crack pattern conforms with the fracture mode that one may expect from bending theories. Multiple crack
lines are generated in the tensile strain domain, which is the top half of the RVEs, while half bottom
part in under compression. As more strain is applied in compressive part, splitting cracks take place in
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Figure 10: Damage evolution of 100 mm RVE in tension test
the latter region due to transverse tensile stress. Typical crack pattern of RVEs under torsion are plotted
in Figure 14 for κ11 = 0.5. Crack opening contours show that the amount of damage close to the RVE
center is negligible, while it increases as the facets are placed at further positions. This corresponds to the
deformation mechanism and strain distribution in solids subject to torsion.
Homogenized moment stress components µ12 and µ11 versus macroscopic curvature tensor components
κ12 and κ11 of RVEs of different sizes and polyhedral particle configurations are plotted in Figure 15a. One
can see that effect of different polyhedral particle realizations on the homogenized response is negligible,
which is due to the occurrence of distributed damage inside the RVE. Homogenized response of RVEs with
different polyhedral particle realizations are averaged for each size and plotted in Figure 15b. It can be seen
that the homogenized response consists of an initial elastic part and a hardening branch, which is related
to the confinement due to the fact that all components of the strain tensor are zero, and the RVE cannot
expand laterally. It is illustrated that, at any level of macroscopic curvature, magnitude of the moment
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Figure 11: Volumetric stress-strain curve for three different RVE sizes under confined compression and hydro-
static compression
stress for larger RVE sizes is bigger compared to the smaller ones. Size dependency of moment stress was
discussed in Section 4.1, and it was shown that the elastic Cosserat coefficients are proportional to the
RVE size squared. In order to study size dependency in the nonlinear regime, the normalized quantities
µˆij = µij/D and kˆij = kij ×D are plotted in Figure 15c. One can see that the normalized curves of three
different RVE sizes are unique for both bending and torsion. This implies that the proportionality of the
homogenized micropolar properties to the RVE size squared is still valid in the nonlinear regime. In Figure
15d, the Hill-Mandel condition is verified, and coarse- and fine-scale strain energy density are plotted for
each RVE size for both the aforementioned cases.
Finally, the existence of coupling effect characterized by the dependency of the homogenized stress
tensor on the curvature tensor is investigated in both elastic and nonlinear regimes. The macroscopic
curvature κ12 = 1 is applied on the RVEs, and the trace of the homogenized stress tensor is calculated and
plotted in Figure 15f for different RVE sizes. One can observe that the trace of the stress tensor for the
case of elastic RVE behavior is zero throughout the analysis. On the other hand, for the case of nonlinear
behavior, it increases monotonically with the curvature. This implies that in elastic regime, stresses and
strains are totally uncoupled from couple stresses and curvatures, whereas these quantities are strongly
coupled in the nonlinear case. This aspect has been investigated very little in the literature where fully
uncoupled behavior has been always postulated.
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Figure 12: (a) Average compressive volumetric stress-strain curves for three di↵erent RVE sizes. (b) Coarse-
and fine-scale strain energy density for di↵erent RVE sizes.
crack pattern conforms with the fracture mode that one may expect from bending theories. Multiple crack
lines are generated in the tensile strain domain, which is the top half of the RVEs, while half bottom
part in under compression. As more st ain is applied in compressive part, splitting cracks take place in
the latter region due to transverse tensile stress. Typical crack pattern of RVEs under torsion are plotted
in Figure 14 for 11 = 0.5. Crack opening contours show that the amount of damage close to the RVE
center is negligible, while it increases as the facets are placed at further positions. This corresponds to the
deformatio m chanism and strain dis ribution in solids subject to torsion.
Figure 13: Crack opening contour of damaged RVEs at bending curvature equal to 0.5 (a) 50 mm (b) 75 mm
(c) 100 mm
Homogenized moment stress components µ12 and µ11 versus macroscopic curvature tensor components
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Figure 13: Crack opening contour of damaged RVEs at bending curvature equal to 0.5 (a) 50 mm (b) 75 m
(c) 100 mm
4.3 Tensi n T st on a Concrete Prism with P rallel Elastic Bars
In this section, the behavior of a reinforced concrete prism under tension is studied in a full fine-scale
simulation, and the obtained results are compared to the solution of the same problem through a two-scale
homogenization algorithm, in which the concrete prism is modeled as a homogeneous continuum with a
meso-scale material RVE assigned to every macroscopic integration point. Figure 16a shows the concrete
prism and the two elastic bars attached to it, which are simulated by LDPM and solid finite elements,
respectively. The same specimen in a two-scale homogenization problem is depicted in Figure 16b, in
which concrete prism is modeled by tetrahedral finite elements. Cross section of the concrete prism is
100 mm × 100 mm, and its height is 500 mm. Two rigid loading plates are attached at the top and
30
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Figure 14: Crack opening contour of damaged RVEs at torsional curvature equal to 0.5 (a) 50 mm (b) 75 mm
(c) 100 mm
that e↵ect of di↵erent particle realization on the homogenized response is negligible, which is due to the
occurrence of distributed damage inside the RVE. Homogenized response of RVEs with di↵erent particle
realizations are averaged for each size and plotted in Figure 15b. It can be seen that the homogenized
response consists of an initial elastic part and a hardening branch, which is related to the confinement
due to the fact that all components of the strain tensor are zero, and the RVE cannot expand laterally. It
is illustrated that, at any level of macroscopic curvature, magnitude of the moment stress for larger RVE
sizes is bigger compared to the smaller ones. Size dependency of moment stress was discussed in Section
4.1, and it was shown that the elastic Cosserat coe cients are proportional to the RVE size squared.
In order to study size dependency in the nonlinear regime, the normalized quantities µˆij = µij/D and
kˆij = kij ⇥ D are plotted in Figure 15c. One can see that the normalized curves of three di↵erent RVE
sizes are unique for both bending and torsion. This implies that the proportionality of the homogenized
micropolar properties to the RVE size squared is still valid in the nonlinear regime. In Figure 15d, the
Hill-Mandel condition is verified, and coarse- and fine-scale strain energy density are plotted for each RVE
size for both the aforementioned cases.
Finally, the existence of coupling e↵ect characterized by the dependency of the homogenized stress
tensor on the curvature tensor is investigated in both elastic and nonlinear regimes. The macroscopic
curvature 12 = 1 is applied on the RVEs, and the trace of the homogenized stress tensor is calculated and
plotted in Figure 15f for di↵erent RVE sizes. One can observe that the trace of the stress tensor for the
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Figure 14: Crack opening contour of damaged RVEs at torsional curvature equal to 0.5 (a) 50 mm (b) 75 mm
(c) 100 mm
the bottom of the whole specimen cross section to apply the boundary condition. Young modulus and
Poisson’s ratio of the elastic bars are 28 GPa and 0.18, respectively. The same LDPM parameters used
in the previous sections are adopted here. The specimen is pulled in the longitudinal direction up to a
displacement equal to 0.7 mm. The RVE size is chosen to be 30 mm which approximately corresponds
to the volume of each tetrahedral FE in the coarse mesh. This is done to mitigate the mesh-dependence
due to the softening behavior of the RVE. The concrete prism and the elastic bars are connected through
a master-slave algorithm. The numerical simulations of the coarse scale are performed by neglecting the
couple stresses which are exp ct d to be negligible for this particular application.
The global force-displacement response of the full fine-scale and h mogenization problems are plotted
in Figure 16c. Since concrete prism and elastic bars are tied and deform together during the loading
process, distributed damage takes place through the whole specimen during the initial stages of the loading
process, see Figure 17a. This damage state represents the linear elastic and the first hardening segment of
the stress-strain response of the structure. The same damage state is captured through the homogenization
procedure. Figure 17e shows finite elements normal strain distribution along the loading direction through
the specimen. One can see that the strain values are all in the same range, and no localization has
occurred. The response of the full fine-scale and homogenization problems show excellent agreement in
the elastic and the first hardening segment. As further deformation is applied on the structure, damage
localizes in one section of the concrete bar and this causes a sudden drop in the global force-displacement
curve. Subsequently, since the elastic bars and the concrete prism are forced to deform in parallel, the
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Figure 15: (a) Homogenized couple stresses µ11 and µ12 versus curvature κ11 and κ12 for five different polyhedral
particle configurations for each RVE size. (b) Average of the homogenized couple stress of different polyhedral
particle configurations for each RVE size for κ11 and κ12 cases. (c) Scaled couple stress versus curvature curves.
(d) Macro and Fine-Scale strain energy density evolution. (e) Scaled strain energy density evolution for the case
κ12. (f) Trace of stress tensor due to elastic and nonlinear analysis of RVE under macroscopic κ12.
overall system can carry more load leading to a rehardening of the global response. Analysis of Figure
16c shows that five damage localization events occur during the deformation process which corresponds
to five sudden drops in the load-displacement curve. Crack pattern of the specimen is plotted after the
formation of two, four, and five damage localization in Figure 17b, c, and d. It is interesting to show that
the homogenization framework is able to generate the same damage distribution pattern. Figures 17f, g,
and h show that two, four and five strain localization band appear in the specimen, which corresponds to
the damage configuration obtained from full fine-scale problem. The global load-displacement curve of the
homogenization problem also shows five sudden drops which conforms to the full fine-scale response, see
Figure 16c. The homogenized response captures well the displacement at which the first three localization
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Figure 16: (a) Full LDPM concrete prism and attached elastic bars. (b) FE model of the concrete prism and
attached elastic bars. (c) Force-Displacement curves obtained by homogenization and full fine-scale simulation.
events occur, while it underestimates its value for later events. This is likely due to the relatively coarse
mesh adopted at the macroscopic scale.
5 Conclusions
This paper presents the asymptotic expansion homogenization of fine-scale periodic discrete systems fea-
turing independent translational and rotational degrees of freedom. Employing consistent asymptotic
expansion of displacement and rotation fields, a rigorous analytical derivation was performed for elastic
behavior, and it was extended to the nonlinear case upon making reasonable assumptions on the rigid
body motions of a RVE. Based on this work, the following general conclusions can be drawn.
• The equivalent homogenized continuum is of Cosserat-type characterized by nonsymmetric stress
and couple tensors energetically conjugate to nonsymmetric strain and curvature tensors, respec-
tively. The classical linear and rotational momentum balance equations can be derived from the
homogenization of the fine-scale equilibrium equations.
• The fine-scale kinematic quantities, namely facet strains and curvatures, are demonstrated to be
related to the projection of the coarse-scale strains and curvatures into the local facet system of
reference. This allows a straightforward implementation of the RVE problem into any computational
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Figure 17: (Top row) Crack opening contour at different loading from full fine-scale simulation (Bottom row)
Strain distribution contour at different loading steps from homogenization algorithm
framework.
• Similarly to previous research, the derived formula linking the fine-scale response to the coarse-scale
stress tensor corresponds to the virial stress formulation commonly used for atomistic systems.
• The derived formula linking the fine-scale response to the coarse-scale couple tensor is shown to
consist of three terms with clear physical meaning. The first term is associated with the fine-scale
couple tractions and it can be related to the facet size, which, in turn can be associated with the
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size of weak spots in the material internal structure. The second term arises from the moment of the
fine-scale stress tractions with respect to the particle node. As such, it depends on the size of the
fine-scale particles and it can be related to the spacing or characteristic distance of the weak spots
in the material internal structure. Finally, the third term is the effect of the moment of fine-scale
stress tractions with respect to the center of the RVE and, consequently, it depends on the RVE size.
The developed framework was then implemented in a computational software and applied to the upscal-
ing of LDPM. Specific to this fine-scale model, the numerical results demonstrate the following interesting
features of the equivalent homogenized continuum.
• The macro-scale elastic parameters relating the stress tensor to the strain tensor become independent
on RVE size and on the random position of the polyhedral particles inside the RVE for RVE sizes
larger than about 5 times the maximum spherical aggregate size. On the contrary, the macro-scale
parameters relevant to the relationship between curvature and couple tensors are shown to depend
on the RVE size squared and they become independent on the random position of the polyhedral
particles inside the RVE for RVE sizes larger than about 5 times the maximum spherical aggregate
size.
• The non-symmetric part of the macro-scale stress tensor is negligible since the relevant parameter is
at least one order of magnitude smaller than the one governing the symmetric part. As a consequence,
the linear and rotational momentum balance equations are decoupled.
• In the elastic regime the stress-strain and couple-curvature constitutive equations are completely
uncoupled.
• In the non linear regime, for tensile loading and because the fine-scale behavior is strain-softening, the
response is RVE-size-dependent. This is an expected result, although very often not acknowledged
by most authors in the literature, associated with strain localization induced by softening. On the
contrary, such dependence is not observed for compressive dominated loading conditions because the
LDPM fine-scale behavior in compression is strain-hardening.
• The coarse-scale couple-curvature constitutive equations scale with the square of the RVE size in the
nonlinear range also but, contrarily to the elastic case, they show a strong coupling with the stress-
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strain constitutive equations. Such coupling, never considered in the current literature of Cosserat
media, will be studied in future work by the authors.
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A Short Review of the Lattice Discrete Particle Model (LDPM) Geometrical Construction
and Constitutive Equations
LDPM model generation procedure and governing constitutive equations are explained in the following
two sections.
A.1 LDPM model construction
Concrete meso-scale structure is modeled by LDPM through the following steps:
• Spherical aggregate generation is the first step which is carried out assuming that each aggregate
piece can be approximated as a sphere. Under this assumption, the following spherical aggregate
size distribution function proposed by Stroeven [56] is considered
f(d) =
qdq0
[1− (d0/da)q]dq+1 (A.1)
in which da and d0 are the maximum and minimum spherical aggregate size, respectively, and q
is a material parameter. It can be shown [56] that Equation A.1 is associated with a sieve curve
(percentage of spherical aggregate by weight retained by a sieve of characteristic size d) in the form
f(d) =
(
d
da
)nf
(A.2)
where nf = 3− q. For nf = 0.5 Equation A.2 corresponds to the classical Fuller curve which for its
optimal packing properties, is extensively used in concrete technology. Considering concrete cement
content c, water-to-cement ratio w/c, specimen volume, maximum da and minimum d0 spherical
aggregate size along with the considered distribution function Equation A.2, the spherical aggregate
system can be generated using a random number generator.
• By using a try-and-error random procedure, spherical aggregate pieces are introduced into the con-
crete volume from the largest to the smallest size. Figure 18a shows the spherical aggregate system
generated for a typical dogbone specimen.
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of cement, qw = 1000 kg/m3 is the mass density of water, and
vair is the volume fraction of entrapped or entrained air (typi-
cally 3–4%);
2. Compute the volume fraction of simulated aggregate as
va0 ¼ ½1# Fðd0Þ&va ¼ ½1# ðd0=daÞnF &va;
3. Compute the total volume of simulated aggregate as Va0 = va0V;
4. Compute particle diameters by sampling the cdf in Eq. (2) by a
random number generator: di ¼ d0½1# Pi 1# dq0=dqa
! "&#1=q, where
Pi is a sequence of random numbers between 0 and 1. Fig. 1a
shows a graphical representation of the particle diameter selec-
tion procedure.
5. For each newly generated particle in the sequence, check that
the total volume of generated particles eV a0 ¼Pi pd3i =6# $ does
not exceed Va0. When, for the first time, eVa0 > Va0 occurs, the
current generated particle is discarded, and the particle gener-
ation is stopped.
Fig. 1b shows the comparison between the theoretical sieve
curve (solid line) and the computational sieve curve (circles), ob-
tained through the procedure highlighted above for the generation
of a 100-mm-side cube of concrete characterized by c = 300 kg/m3,
w/c = 0.5, nF = 0.5, d0 = 4 mm, and da = 8 mm.
In order to simulate the external surfaces of the specimen vol-
ume, the generated particles are augmented with zero-diameter
particles (nodes). Assuming that the external surfaces of the spec-
imen volume can be described through sets of vertexes, edges, and
polyhedral faces, one node for each vertex is first added to the par-
ticle list. Then, Ne = INT(Le/hs) and Np ¼ INT Ap=h2s
# $
(where the
operator INT(x) extracts the integer part of the argument x) nodes
are associated with each edge e and polyhedral face p, respectively.
Le is the length of a generic surface edge, Ap is the area of a generic
surface polyhedron, and the average surface mesh size hs is chosen
such that the resolution of the discretization on the surface is com-
parable to the one inside the specimen. Numerical experiments
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Figure 18: (a) Spherical aggregate system for a typical dogbone specimen. (b) LDPM polyhedral particles for
two adjacent spherical aggregate particle. (c) LDPM cell distretization for a typical dogbone specimen.
• Delaunay tetrahedralization of the spherical aggregate piece centers is employed to define the inter-
actions of the spherical aggregate system (Figure 18b).
• Finally, a three-dimensional domain tessellation anchored to the Delaunay tetrahedralization is car-
ried out to create a system of polyhedral particles interacting through triangular facets, and a lattice
system composed of the line segments connecting the spherical aggregate centers. Figure 18c shows
the final polyhedral particle discretization of a typical dogbone specimen.
A.2 LDPM Kinematics
The triangular facets forming the rigid polyhedral particles are assumed to be the potential material failure
locations. Each facet is shared between two polyhedral particle and is characterized by a unit normal vector
n and two tangential vectors m and l. Accordingly, three strain components are defined on each triangular
facet using Equations 1 and 2, which for LDPM gives
N =
nT JuCK
r
; M =
mT JuCK
r
; L =
lT JuCK
r
(A.3)
where JuCK is the displacement jump vector calculated at the facet centroid. One should consider that
the LDPM constitutive equations explained in the next section are independent of facet curvatures.
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A.3 LDPM constitutive equations
This section reviews the specific constitutive equations governing the response of LDPM. First of all, it
must be mentioned that LDPM assumes zero couple stresses at the meso-scale in both elastic and inelastic
regime. This implies mα = 0 for α = N,M,L
In the elastic regime, the normal and shear stresses are proportional to the corresponding strains:
tN = ENN ; tM = ET M ; tL = ET L, where EN = E0, ET = αE0, E0 = effective normal modulus, and
α = shear-normal coupling parameter. Beyond the elastic regime, the vectorial constitutive relations are
meant to reproduce three distinct sources of nonlinearity as described below.
A.3.1 Fracture and cohesion due to tension and tension-shear
For tensile loading (N > 0), fracturing and cohesive behavior due to tension and tension-shear are
formulated through an effective strain,  =
√
2N + α(
2
M + 
2
L), and stress, t =
√
t2N + (tM + tL)
2/α,
which define the normal and shear stresses as tN = N(t/); tM = αM(t/); tL = αL(t/). The effec-
tive stress t is incrementally elastic (t˙ = E0˙) and must satisfy the inequality 0 ≤ t ≤ σbt(, ω) where
σbt = σ0(ω) exp [−H0(ω)〈− 0(ω)〉/σ0(ω)], 〈x〉 = max{x, 0}, and tan(ω) = N/
√
αT = tN
√
α/tT . The
post peak softening modulus is defined as H0(ω) = Ht(2ω/pi)
nt , where nt is the softening exponent, Ht
is the softening modulus in pure tension (ω = pi/2) expressed as Ht = 2E0/ (lt/le − 1); lt = 2E0Gt/σ2t ; le
is the length of the tetrahedron edge; and Gt is the mesoscale fracture energy. LDPM provides a smooth
transition between pure tension and pure shear (ω = 0) with parabolic variation for strength given by
σ0(ω) = σtr
2
st
(
− sin(ω) +
√
sin2(ω) + 4α cos2(ω)/r2st
)
/[2α cos2(ω)], where rst = σs/σt is the ratio of shear
strength to tensile strength.
A.3.2 Compaction and pore collapse from compression
For compressive loading (N < 0), the normal stress evolves incrementally elastically and is subjected to
the inequality −σbc(D, V ) ≤ tN ≤ 0 where σbc is a strain-dependent boundary function of the volumetric
strain, V , and the deviatoric strain, D. The function expressing σbc models pore collapse for −V ≤
c1 = κc0c0 = κc0σc0/E0, and it is formulated as σbc = σc0 + 〈−V − c0〉Hc(rDV ) where Hc(rDV ) =
Hc0/(1+κc2 〈rDV − κc1〉), rDV = D/V , σc0 is the mesoscale compressive yield stress; and κc0, κc1, κc2 and
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Hc0 are material parameters. Compaction and rehardening occur beyond pore collapse for −V ≥ c1. In
this case one has σbc = σc1(rDV ) exp [(−V − c1)Hc(rDV )/σc1(rDV )] and σc1(rDV ) = σc0+(c1−c0)Hc(rDV ).
A.3.3 Friction due to compression-shear
The evolution of shear stresses simulate frictional behavior due to compression-shear. The incremen-
tal shear stresses are computed as t˙M = ET (˙M − ˙pM) and t˙L = ET (˙L − ˙pL), where ˙pM = λ˙∂ϕ/∂tM ,
˙pL = λ˙∂ϕ/∂tL, and λ is the plastic multiplier with loading-unloading conditions ϕλ˙ ≤ 0 and λ˙ ≥ 0. The
plastic potential is defined as ϕ =
√
t2M + t
2
L − σbs(tN), where the nonlinear frictional law for the shear
strength is assumed to be σbs = σs+(µ0−µ∞)σN0[1−exp(tN/σN0)]−µ∞tN ; σN0 is the transitional normal
stress; µ0 and µ∞ are the initial and final internal friction coefficients.
Detailed description of model behavior in the nonlinear range can be found in Ref. [17].
A.4 Concrete Mix-Design and Model Parameters Used in the Numerical Simulations
Minimum and maximum spherical aggregate size are d0 = 4 mm and da = 8 mm, respectively; cement
content c = 612 kg/m3; water to cement ratio w/c = 0.4; aggregate to cement ratio a/c = 2.4; Fuller curve
coefficient nf = 0.42.
The following LDPM parameters are used: EN = 60 GPa, σt = 3.45 MPa, σc0 = 150 MPa, α = 0.25,
nt = 0.4, lt = 500 mm, rst = 2.6, Hc0/E0 = 0.4, µ0 = 0.4, µ∞ = 0, kc1 = 1, kc2 = 5, σN0 = 600 MPa,
α = ET/EN = 0.25.
B Asymptotic Expansion of Strains and Curvatures
In order to obtain multiple scale definition of facet strain vector, one should first plug macroscopic Taylor
series expansion of displacement and rotation of particle J around particle I, Eqs. 9 and 10, into facet
strain definition, Equation 1. In addition, equation x = ηy is used to change the length type variables to
fine-scale quantities; ηyIJj = x
IJ
j , ηc¯
I
k = c
I
k and ηc¯
J
k = c
J
k . Equation 1 writes
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α = η
−1r¯−1
[
uJi + ηu
J
i,jy
IJ
j + η
21
2
uJi,jky
IJ
j y
IJ
k − uIi
+ ηεijk
(
θJj + ηθ
J
j,my
IJ
m +
1
2
η2θJj,mny
IJ
m y
IJ
n
)
c¯Jk − ηεijkθIj c¯Ik
]
eIJαi
(B.1)
Spatial derivatives of displacement and rotation in equation above are partial derivative with respect
to x. So, first and second order partial derivative of displacement and rotation asymptotic expansions,
Eqs. 7 and 8, with respect to x are as follows
ui,j ≈ u0i,j + ηu1i,j ui,jk ≈ u0i,jk + ηu1i,jk (B.2)
θi,j ≈ η−1ω0i,j + ϕ0i,j + ω1i,j + ηϕ1i,j θi,jk ≈ η−1ω0i,jk + ϕ0i,jk + ω1i,jk + ηϕ1i,jk (B.3)
Using asymptotic expansion of displacement and rotation of a particle, Eqs. 7 and 8, along with their
macro-scale derivatives, Eqs. B.2, B.3, and replacing them into Equation B.1, one obtains
α = η
−1r¯−1
[
u0Ji + ηu
1J
i + ηu
0J
i,jy
IJ
j + η
2u1Ji,jy
IJ
j + η
21
2
u0Ji,jky
IJ
j y
IJ
k + η
31
2
u1Ji,jky
IJ
j y
IJ
k − u0Ii − ηu1Ii
+ ηεijk
(
η−1ω0Jj + ϕ
0J
j + ω
1J
j + ηϕ
1J
j + ω
0J
j,my
IJ
m + ηϕ
0J
j,my
IJ
m + ηω
1J
j,my
IJ
m + η
2ϕ1Jj,my
IJ
m
+ η
1
2
ω0Jj,mny
IJ
m y
IJ
n + η
21
2
ϕ0Jj,mny
IJ
m y
IJ
n + η
21
2
ω1Jj,mny
IJ
m y
IJ
n + η
31
2
ϕ1Jj,mny
IJ
m y
IJ
n
)
c¯Jk
− ηεijk
(
η−1ω0Ij + ϕ
0I
j + ω
1I
j + ηϕ
1I
j
)
c¯Ik
)]
eIJαi
(B.4)
Regrouping terms of the same order in above equation, one would get multiple scale definition of facet
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strain
α = r¯
−1
[
η−1
(
u0Ji − u0Ii + εijkω0Jj c¯Jk − εijkω0Ij c¯Ik
)
+ η0
(
u1Ji + u
0J
i,jy
IJ
j − u1Ii + εijk
(
ϕ0Jj + ω
1J
j + ω
0J
j,my
IJ
m
)
c¯Jk − εijk
(
ϕ0Ij + ω
1I
j
)
c¯Ik
)
+ η
(
u1Ji,jy
IJ
j +
1
2
u0Ji,jky
IJ
j y
IJ
k + εijk
(
ϕ1Jj + ϕ
0J
j,my
IJ
m + ω
1J
j,my
IJ
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2
ω0Jj,mny
IJ
m y
IJ
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)
c¯Jk
− εijkϕ1Ij c¯Ik
)]
eIJαi
(B.5)
In equation above, terms of order two and higher are neglected. Multiple scale definition of facet strain
is derived, which consists of three classes of terms of O(−1), O(0), and O(1). Multiple scale definition of
facet curvature vector will be obtained subsequently. Taylor series definition of rotation of particle J with
respect to particle I in macro coordinate system, Equation 10, should be inserted into definition of facet
curvature, Equation 2
χα = η
−1r¯−1
[
θJi + ηθ
J
i,jy
IJ
j +
1
2
η2θJi,jky
IJ
j y
IJ
k − θIi
]
eIJαi (B.6)
Asymptotic expansion of rotation, Equation 8, along with its macroscopic first and second order deriva-
tives, Equation B.3, are inserted into Equation B.6
χα = η
−1r¯−1
[
η−1ω0Ji + ϕ
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]
eIJαi
(B.7)
Collecting the terms of the same order and neglecting the ones of order more than zero, one can restate
above equation as
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χα = r¯
−1
[
η−2
(
ω0Ji − ω0Ii
)
+
η−1
(
ϕ0Ji + ω
1J
i + ω
0J
i,j y
IJ
j − ϕ0Ii − ω1Ii
)
+ η0
(
ϕ1Ji + ω
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IJ
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IJ
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1
2
ω0Ji,jky
IJ
j y
IJ
k − ϕ1Ii
)]
eIJαi
(B.8)
Equation B.8 is the multiple scale definition of facet curvature vector, which consists of terms of O(−2),
O(−1), and O(0).
C Asymptotic Expansion of Facet Strain and Curvature using definition of rigid body
motion of RVE
Multiple scale definition of facet strain, Equation B.5, and facet curvature, Equation B.8, can be rewritten
regarding the definition of u0, Equation 23. One can calculate first and second partial derivative of u0
with respect to x as follows
u0Ji,j = v
0J
i,j + εimnω
0J
m,jy
J
n u
0J
i,jk = v
0J
i,jk + εimnω
0J
m,jky
J
n (C.1)
Using Eqs. 23, C.1 along with the fact that v0, ω0 and ϕ0 are constant over the RVE: v0I = v0J = v0,
ω0I = ω0J = ω0 and ϕ0 = ω0, one can revise Equation B.5
α = r¯
−1
[
η−1
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c¯Jk − εijkϕ1Ij c¯Ik
)]
eIJαi
(C.2)
Using yIJ = yJ − yI and yIJ = c¯I − c¯J in above equation along with yJ + c¯J = yc , one would get
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α = r¯
−1
[
η0
(
u1Ji − u1Ii + εijkω1Jj c¯Jk − εijkω1Ij c¯Ik + v0i,jyIJj − εijkω0j yIJk + εijkω0j,myIJm yck
)
+ η
(
u1Ji,jy
IJ
j + εijkϕ
1J
j c¯
J
k + εijkω
1J
j,my
IJ
m c¯
J
k − εijkϕ1Ij c¯Ik
+
1
2
v0i,jky
IJ
j y
IJ
k +
1
2
εijkω
0
j,mny
IJ
m y
IJ
n y
c
k + εijkω
0
j,my
IJ
m c¯
J
k
)]
eIJαi
(C.3)
Multiple scale definition of facet curvature can also be revised by using ω0I = ω0J = ω0 and ϕ0 = ω0
along with yIJ = yJ − yI , one can rewrite Equation B.8
χα = r¯
−1
[
η−1
(
ω1Ji + ω
0J
i,j y
IJ
j − ω1Ii
)
+ η0
(
ϕ1Ji + ω
1J
i,j y
IJ
j − ϕ1Ii + ω0i,jyIJj +
1
2
ω0Ji,jky
IJ
j y
IJ
k
)]
eIJαi
(C.4)
D Macroscopic Translational and Rotational Equilibruim Equations
In order to derive macroscopic RVE translational equation of motion, one should consider the terms of
O(1) in Equation 21
M¯ Iu u¨
0I
i =
∑
FI
A¯ t1αe
IJ
αi + V¯
Ib0i (D.1)
Scaling back Equation D.1 by multiplying both sides of the equation by η3 and using the definition of
t1α presented in Equation 29, one can get
M Iu u¨
0I
i = η
∑
FI
A
∂tIJi
∂0α
1α + V
Ib0i (D.2)
where tIJi = t
0
βe
IJ
βi . Equation D.2 represents theO(1) translational equilibrium equation for each particle
inside the RVE. One can derive the RVE macroscopic translational equilibrium equation by summing up
Equation D.2 over all RVE particles and dividing by the RVE volume V0
1
V0
∑
I
M Iu(v¨
0I
i + εimnω¨
0I
m y
I
n) =
1
V0
∑
I
∑
FI
ηA
∂tIJi
∂0α
1α +
1
V0
∑
I
V Ib0i (D.3)
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In above equation u0Ii is replaced by its definition, Equation 23. Considering the fact that v
0I
i and ω
0I
m
are equal for all RVE particles and the body force b0i is considered to be constant over the RVE, Equation
D.3 can be written as
v¨0i
(
1
V0
∑
I
M Iu
)
+ εimnω¨
0
m
(
1
V0
∑
I
M Iuy
I
n
)
=
1
V0
∑
I
∑
FI
ηA
∂tIJi
∂0α
1α + b
0
i
(
1
V0
∑
I
V I
)
(D.4)
Second term on the left hand side of the Equation D.4 is equal to zero considering the assumption
that the local system of reference is the mass center of the particle system within the RVE;
∑
IM
I
uy
I
i = 0.
Final form of the Equation D.4 is presented in Equation 32 in Section 3.4.
Macroscopic RVE rotational equation of motion can be derived by considering the terms of O(1) in
Equation 22. To have a consistent formulation for all particles and RVEs, one should consider the moment
of all forces with respect to a fixed point in space, say the origin of a global coordinate system as shown
in Figure 1b, which implies that the moment of Equation D.1 should be taken into account. Therefore,
one can write O(1) moment equilibrium equation of particle I as
M¯ IuεijkY
I
j u¨
0I
k + M¯
I
θ ω¨
0I
i =
∑
FI
A¯ (p1αe
IJ
αi + q
1
αe
IJ
αi ) + V¯
IεijkY
I
j b
0
k (D.5)
where Y Ij is the position vector of particle I in the fine-scale global coordinate system Y = X/η;
p1αe
IJ
α = Y
C × t1αeIJα is the moment of the facet traction with respect to the origin of the fine-scale global
coordinate system, in which YC = XC/η is the position vector of the contact point C between particles
I and J in the global coordinate system. Scaling back Equation D.5 by multiplying both sides of the
equation by η4 and using the definition of p1α and q
1
α presented in Equation 29, one can get
M IuεijkX
I
j u¨
0I
k + η
−1M Iθ ω¨
0I
i = η
∑
FI
A
(
∂wIJi
∂0α
1α +
∂mIJi
∂ψ0α
ψ1α
)
+ V IεijkX
I
j b
0
k (D.6)
Equation D.6 represents the O(1) rotational equilibrium equation for each particle inside the RVE.
RVE macroscopic rotational equilibrium equation can be obtained by summing up Equation D.6 over all
RVE particles and dividing by the RVE volume V0
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∑
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V IεijkX
I
j b
0
k
(D.7)
In above equation u0Ii is replaced by its definition, Equation 23. Considering equality of v
0I
i and ω
0I
m
for all RVE particles along with XIj = Xj + x
I
j , Equation D.7 can be written as
1
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∑
I
M IuεijkXj v¨
0
k +
1
V0
∑
I
(
M Iθ δim +M
I
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I
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I
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1
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∑
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∑
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(
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∂mIJi
∂ψ0α
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+
1
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∑
I
V IεijkXjb
0
k +
1
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∑
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V Iεijkx
I
jb
0
k
(D.8)
Considering
∑
IM
I
ux
I
i = 0 along with the equality of v
0
i , ω
0
m, Xj for all RVE particles, one can conclude
that the third and the forth terms on the left hand side and the last term on the right hand side of the
Equation D.8 is equal to zero. Final form of the Equation D.8 is presented in Equation 40 in Section 3.4.
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